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A SIMPLE ACOUSTIC SOLUTION: CLIPSO CEILING PANELS
WITH STANDARD, COLORS & TRANSLUCENT COVERINGS
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A very common issue found in restaurants and more generally
in public areas, is the lack of sound dampening. Poor acoustics
can not only be a very frustrating experience for customers and
employees, but also are proven to have a direct negative impact
on health and employee productivity.
A quick, easy and permanent solution would be to use CLIPSO's acoustic performance coverings for ceiling panels. They
not only have a high performance in terms of sound absorption,
but also esthetically, blend into any interior. CLIPSO ceiling
panels are 100% customizable in terms of color, shape as well
as backlighting.
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COLOR & BACKLIT ACOUSTIC CEILING PANELS
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495 AC Acoustic Color
CLIPSO now offers, in addition to the standard black, white &
beige colors already available, a brand new collection of 20
colors featuring an earth tone scheme especially designed for
the US market. CLIPSO has worked closely with interior
designers to identify the next upcoming color trends for 2015.

ACOUSTIC CEILING PANELS & BEAUTIFUL MOLDINGS
Featured Project: The Lake Forrest Academy
Lake Forrest Academy is housed in a historic mansion in Lake
Forest, IL. The client was seeking a solution which would combine both, a modern finished look with an acoustic solution.
The Huff Company installed four CLIPSO acoustic white ceiling
panels in no more than a week.
The client was very satisfied with the acoustic solution provided by the 495D CLIPSO covering, and its aesthetics.

495 AT

Acoustic Translucent

This high-tech 40% translucent fabric offers an acoustic solution in conjunction with a translucent solution to customers,
who previously were obliged to compromise between these two
possibilities. Many applications combining esthetics as well
as high acoustic performance are now possible!

